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It *ill be seen, that the possibility of a pretty extensive emigration
io those countries has been the prominent feature throughout this
tract, and for that reason direct 'reference has been made to other
points, under British jurisdiction, than Canada. The preference

given to these, (Canada, West Indies, and Vancouver's Island,) over
British Colonies elsewhere, has been because of their strong position
and availability in every way. There would not be as in Africa,
Mexico, or South America, hostile tribes to annoy the settler, or de-

.stroy at will towns and villages with their inhabitants : the strong
arm of British power would summarily punish depredations made, of
whatever character, and the emigrants would naturally assume the
responsibility of British freemen.

The question whether or not an extensive emigration by the free
colored people of the United States would affect the institution of
slavery, would then be answered. I have here taken the affirmative
of that question, because that view of the case seems to me most
clear. The free colored people have steadily discountenanced any
rational scheme of emigration, in the hope that by remaining in the
States, a powerful miracle for the overthrow of 'slavery would be
wrought. What are the facts. More territory has been given up to
slavery, the Fugitive Law has passed, and a concert of measures, se-
riously affecting their personal liberty, has been entered into by
several of the Free states; so subtle, unseen and-effective have been
their mc>ements, that, were it not that we remember there is a Great
IÉritain, we would be overwhehned, powerless, from the force of
such successive shocks ; and the end may not be yet, if we persist
in remaining for targets, while they are strengthening themselves in
the Northwest, and in the Gulf. There would be more of the right
spirit, and infinitely more of real manliness, in a peaceful but de-
cided demand for freedom to the slave from the Gulf of Mexico, than
in.a miserable scampering from state to state, in a vain endeavor to
8&$her the crumbs of freedom that a pro-slavery besom may sweep

at any moment. May a selection for the best be made, now
are ere countries between which and the United States a com-

may be instituted. A little folding of the hands, and there
retsrat -misà 0ote slve power.
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